INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

The three-dimensional (3D) folding of RNA shows striking parallels to that of proteins. On the other hand, RNA is distinct from proteins due to its more flexible backbone and the wide variety of observed base-pairing motifs ([@B1]). In massive assemblies such as the ribosome, RNA displays a bewildering complexity that overwhelms our abilities to comprehend its organization ([@B2]). Even small RNA molecules (such as tRNA, riboswitches, and ribozymes) can fold into complex tertiary structures. Deciphering the information provided by the growing library of solved RNA structures and relating this information to biological function constitute two of the challenges of modern structural biology. For example, the design of RNA-based nanostructures relies on well-characterized small structural motifs ([@B3]).

Discoveries of new RNA folds and functions have stimulated interest in the development of technologies that can make sense of the complex spatial arrangements of these molecules. Fundamental RNA structural features are currently characterized by a plethora of computer programs and databases specialized in the identification of paired bases ([@B4]--[@B8]), A-form double helices ([@B6],[@B7]), loops of various types (including multi-branched junction loops) ([@B9]--[@B11]), and pseudoknots ([@B12],[@B13]). Use of one program often requires the output of another. For example, pseudoknot detection ([@B12],[@B14]) requires a listing of canonical base pairs. Moreover, some of the programs do not consider modified nucleotides ([@B4],[@B8]) and others ignore pseudoknots when finding junction loops ([@B10],[@B11]).

The analysis of RNA 3D structure presents challenges not usually encountered in the characterization of DNA and protein structures, including: (i) a large number of chemically modified nucleotides; (ii) the presence of both canonical (Watson-Crick or G--U wobble) and noncanonical base pairs; (iii) the coaxial stacking and higher-order hydrogen-bonded, coplanar associations (multiplets) of base pairs; (iv) the formation of pseudoknots; (v) the heterogeneity of loops, including junction loops; (vi) a mix of structural motifs; and (vii) the RNA-specific interactions of the 2′-hydroxyl group. DSSR (Dissecting the Spatial Structure of RNA) is a computational tool that resolves all of these issues in a single self-contained program. The software consolidates, refines, and extends the functionality of the 3DNA suite of programs ([@B6],[@B7]) for RNA structural analysis ([@B15]). DSSR is built upon our extensive experience in supporting 3DNA, growing knowledge of RNA structures, and refined programming skills.

The key features of DSSR are illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and include: (i) recognition of nucleotides, both standard and modified, based on atom names and base planarity; (ii) detection of hydrogen-bonded base pairs regardless of tautomeric or protonation state, using embedded standard reference frames and simple geometric criteria; (iii) identification of higher-order, coplanar base associations (by searching horizontally in the base-pair plane for further hydrogen-bonding interactions); (iv) classification of arrays of stacked base pairs into helices (based on vertical exploration of stacking interactions regardless of backbone connectivity or base-pair type); (v) identification of stems of stacked and covalently connected canonical base pairs; (vi) grouping of coaxially stacked stems within helices; (vii) pinpointing isolated canonical base pairs outside of stems; (viii) identification of 'closed' hairpin, bulge, internal, and junction loops; (ix) detection and (optional) removal of pseudoknots of arbitrary complexity; (x) inclusion of isolated base pairs and pseudoknotted stems in loop identification; (xi) recognition of k-turns, U-turns, A-minor motifs, G-tetrads, ribose zippers, kissing loops, capping interactions, and sugar-phosphate backbone interactions; and (xii) characterization and classification of base-pair spatial arrangements, backbone conformations, and helical orientations. Importantly, with these combined features, DSSR has no match in its breadth and depth of functionality for nucleic acid structural analysis. For instance, no other program that we know of can characterize the classic tRNA^Phe^ structure (with 14 modified nucleotides) as thoroughly as DSSR (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figures S1 and S2, and Supplementary Sample Output).

![Summary of steps used to identify nucleic acid structural components. (**A**) Nucleotides are recognized using standard atom names and base planarity. A base is taken as a pyrimidine (six-membered ring) unless it possesses one of three purine atoms (red). (**B**) Bases are assigned a standard reference frame independent of sequence: purines and pyrimidines (red) are symmetrically placed with respect to the sugar. (**C**) The standard base frame is derived from an idealized Watson-Crick base pair, where the ***x***~1~, ***y***~1~-axes of the sequence base align with the ***x***~2~-, ***y***~2~-axes of its complement (red) and define three base edges (Watson-Crick, minor groove, major groove). (**D**) Base pairs are identified from the distance and coplanarity of base rings (highlighted by rectangular blocks with embedded reference frames and shaded minor-groove edges) and the occurrence of at least one hydrogen bond (dashed lines). (**E**) Helices are defined by base-stacking interactions. Whereas the two nearest neighbors of a terminal pair (black) lie on one side of the pair, those of a middle pair (red) lie on opposite sides. (**F**) Closed loops are delineated by the ends of stems (or isolated base pairs) and specified by the lengths of consecutive connecting loop segments. Here, the four-way junction (S1 to S4) is denoted \[2,1,1,0\] in terms of the connecting, unpaired loop nucleotides (white circles) running clockwise from S1 to S4. Arrows point from the 5′ to 3′ direction along each strand and dashed lines represent stem pairs.](gkv716fig1){#F1}

![DSSR captures well-known features and provides a new perspective on the classic yeast tRNA^Phe^ structure (PDB id: 1ehz ([@B49])). (**A**) The software automatically detects the four stems and the two helices that form the L-shaped molecule, depicted here in cartoon-block representation (center). Whereas the helices may include all types of base pairs and backbone breaks, the stems comprise only canonical pairs with continuous backbones. Note the coaxial stacking of the D and anti-codon stems and the noncanonical features of the composite helix (represented by a gray line, left). The red 'circle', overlaid on the central image and detailed to the right, reveals the 3D pathway along the \[2,1,5,0\] four-way junction loop. (**B**) The dot-bracket notation derived by DSSR serves as input for the depicted linear (arc) representation of secondary structure. The bases comprising the four-way junction loop (red) run in sequential order from U7 (\*) following the arrows to the right and returning along the outer A66→U7 arc. The pseudoknotted G19--C56 pair (with matched \[\]) is noted by the dashed arc. (**C**) Both the four-way junction (red) and the three hairpin loops follow 'circular' routes within the traditional cloverleaf representation of tRNA. Here the 14 modified nucleotides are represented by three-letter codes. The 3D images were created using PyMOL (A, red; C, yellow; G, green; T, blue; U, cyan; pseudouridine P, gray), the 2D diagrams using VARNA, and the annotations using Inkscape.](gkv716fig2){#F2}

Following the initial release of DSSR on the 3DNA Forum in early 2013, its rapid adoption has allowed us to refine and extend the software based on user feedback. Early versions of DSSR have been cited in annotations of hydrogen bonds in the crystal structure of the bacterial Alu domain of the signal recognition particle ([@B16]), the automated identification and classification of RNA base pairs by the RNApdbee webserver ([@B12]), and the characterization of RNA secondary structural features from crystal structures of the large ribosomal subunit ([@B17]) and the whole ribosome ([@B18]) of human mitochondria. DSSR is now a mature, actively supported software product, readily applicable to real-world nucleic acid structural analysis. The application of DSSR to a wide variety of nucleic acid structures (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) underscores its robust performance and highlights its unique features.

###### Summary of structural features identified by DSSR (in default settings) for ten representative RNA molecules

                                    PDB id                    Nucleotides^a^   Pairs^b^      Multiplets   Helices   Stems   Hairpins   iloops^c^   Junctions   Pseudoknot^d^   Time^e^
  --------------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------- ------------- ------------ --------- ------- ---------- ----------- ----------- --------------- ---------
  Yeast tRNA^Phe^                   1ehz ([@B49])             76 (14)          34 (21)       4            2         4       3          0 (0)       1           1               \<1 s
  Viral tRNA mimic                  4p5j ([@B34])             84 (1)           37 (27)       4            2         5       5          0 (0)       1           1               \<1 s
  Twister ribozyme                  4rge ([@B46]) (chain A)   56 (0)           31 (20)       4            2         6       2          0 (0)       1           2               \<1 s
  SAM-I riboswitch                  2gis ([@B48])             95 (1)           47 (30)       8            3         7       3          3 (1)       2           1               \<1 s
  Cas9-sgRNA-DNA                    4oo8 ([@B50])             117 (0)          49 (43)       0            5         6       4          1 (1)       0           0               \<1 s
  Group I intron                    1gid ([@B38]) (chain A)   158 (0)          82 (48)       14           4         10      3          4 (4)       1           0               \<1 s
  Group II intron                   3bwp ([@B43])             349 (0)          159 (104)     12           10        23      6          9 (1)       2           4               ∼1 s
  Large ribosomal subunit           1s72 ([@B44])             2876 (5)         1459 (811)    242          86        179     68         67 (36)     36          3               \<1 min
  *E. coli* 70S ribosome^f,g^       5afi ([@B45])             4801 (53)        2383 (1332)   325          134       297     116        126 (66)    54          2               \<3 min
  *S. cerevisiae* 80S ribosome^g^   4u4o ([@B47])             10 398 (0)       4927 (2705)   572          317       636     231        348 (139)   120         4               ∼15 min

^a^Total number of nucleotides, with modified ones in parentheses. Low numbers of modified nucleotides may reflect limited resolution of the experiments.

^b^Total number of base pairs, with canonical Watson-Crick and G--U wobble pairs in parentheses.

^c^Internal loops, with bulges in parentheses.

^d^Order of pseudoknot of highest complexity.

^e^Runtime on a MacBook Air (Middle 2011) with 1.8 GHz Intel Core i7 and 4GB 1333 MHz DDR3.

^f^High-resolution cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structure at 2.9 Å.

^g^These two structures are in PDBx/mmCIF format, due to their large size.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Data sources {#SEC2-1}
------------

Nucleic-acid-containing structures were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) ([@B19]) and updated weekly. Each release of DSSR was checked against all these structures, with the current version 1.2.8 validated on the PDB release as of June 12, 2015. Searches for motifs were performed on release 1.89 (December 5, 2014) of the non-redundant RNA crystal structures at 3.0-Å or better resolution (NR3A-dataset) curated by Leontis and Zirbel ([@B20]). The 3D images were created using PyMOL version 1.7.4.0 (<http://pymol.org>; the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Schrödinger, LLC), the 2D diagrams using VARNA ([@B21]) version 3.9, and the annotations using Inkscape version 0.48 (<https://inkscape.org>). The base rectangular block representation follows the style of Calladine *et al*. ([@B22]), with purines having dimensions of 4.5 Å (width, groove edges) by 4.5 Å (depth, side edges) by 0.5 Å (height) and pyrimidines of 3.0 Å × 4.5 Å × 0.5 Å, as in 3DNA ([@B6],[@B7]). Blocks of these sizes approximately encompass all atoms of the bases, including the exocyclic atoms.

Identification of nucleotides {#SEC2-2}
-----------------------------

DSSR uses the atomic coordinates and standard names of base-ring atoms to identify a nucleotide (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). All known nucleotides share a common six-membered pyrimidine ring, with atoms named consecutively (N1, C2, N3, C4, C5, C6), and purines include three additional atoms (N7, C8, N9). A least-squares fitting procedure matches atoms in a residue to those in a reference purine with nine ring atoms. A nucleotide is identified if a residue contains at least three base ring atoms and the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of the fit falls below a user-definable cutoff. Since base rings are rigid, the rmsd is normally \<0.1 Å. To account for experimental error and special non-planar cases, such as 5,6-dihydrouridine (H2U) in yeast tRNA^Phe^ (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), the default rmsd cutoff is set to 0.28 Å. The algorithm detects regular and modified nucleotides (in base, sugar, or phosphate; Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) and it is applicable to biopolymer chains as well as isolated ligands (e.g. SAM in the SAM-I riboswitch, Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

As of June 12, 2015, DSSR detected over 630 different types of modified nucleotides in the PDB. In the derived base sequence, DSSR uses a one-letter shorthand for each identified nucleotide: upper case A, C, G, U and T for standard RNA and DNA bases, and lower case letters for modified nucleotides mapped to their canonical counterparts (e.g. 'c' for 5-methylcytidine, 5MC; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Sample Output). Note that pseudouridine (PSU) is shortened to 'P', due to its special C1′--C5 glycosidic linkage (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Fitting of local base reference frames {#SEC2-3}
--------------------------------------

Once a nucleotide has been identified, a local reference frame is used to specify the base in 3D space. Following 3DNA ([@B6],[@B7]), DSSR employs the standard base reference frame ([@B23]) (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and performs a least-squares fit of the atomic coordinates for each nucleotide in the analyzed structure against a corresponding base in its standard frame ([@B23]). The fit uniquely defines the position and orientation (i.e. the reference frame) of each base in the structure, and the three axes are orthonormal by definition (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the standard base frame of the purines and pyrimidines is symmetrically placed with respect to the sugar (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and thus independent of base identity. The frame also contains intuitive geometric features to define the three *base* edges (Watson-Crick, minor groove, major groove, Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Identification of hydrogen bonds and base-stacking interactions {#SEC2-4}
---------------------------------------------------------------

To identify hydrogen bonds, DSSR implements a geometric approach based on the relative spatial positions of nitrogen (N) and oxygen (O) atoms. The method starts by enumerating all N/O atom pairs that are within a certain distance cutoff (default to 4.0 Å), and then filters each through a series of heuristic criteria (including hydrogen-bonding donor/acceptor properties, angles with neighboring atoms, and planarity with respect to the bases). Specifically, it uses the mutual shortest distance between atom pairs to avoid spurious hydrogen bonds (Supplementary Figures S1--S4 and S7) and to detect unconventional donor/acceptor combinations (e.g. the N3 to N3 hydrogen bond in the hemi-protonated cytosine--cytosine base pair in the i-motif ([@B24]), Supplementary Figure S2E).

To quantify base-stacking interactions, DSSR employs the shared overlap area of the two bases, projected onto the 'mean' plane ([@B6]) defined by the average *z*-axis of the reference frames. This quantitative measure is intuitive, easy to visualize, and follows the spirit of existing base-stacking diagrams of DNA structures ([@B25]).

Identification of base pairs {#SEC2-5}
----------------------------

DSSR characterizes a pair geometrically, based on the local base reference frames (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and the following five key criteria (with default values in parentheses): (i) the distance between the two origins (≤15 Å); (ii) the vertical separation between the base planes (≤2.5 Å); (iii) the angle between the base normal vectors (≤65°); (iv) the absence of stacking between the two bases; and (v) the presence of at least one hydrogen bond involving a base atom. The default cutoff values are based on extensive tests in real-world applications ([@B6],[@B7]), and work well even for distorted structures. As long as two interacting bases fulfill the above criteria, they are designated as a pair. This method is able to identify all pairs that actually exist in a given structure, either canonical (Watson-Crick or G--U wobble) or noncanonical. The latter pairs may include normal or modified nucleotides, regardless of tautomeric or protonation state (as in the cytosine-cytosine pair, Supplementary Figure S2E) ([@B26],[@B27]).

The M--N versus M+N relative base orientations {#SEC2-6}
----------------------------------------------

Due to molecular asymmetry ([@B28],[@B29]), each base has two unique faces that can be easily distinguished using the direction of the *z*-axis of the standard base reference frame (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). When two bases (M and N) in a pair have opposite faces, the scalar product of their *z*-axes is negative, so the pair is denoted M--N (with a minus sign). The canonical Watson-Crick and wobble G--U pairs belong to this category. Conversely, if the M and N bases in a pair share the same face, the scalar product of their *z*-axes is positive, and the pair is denoted M+N (with a plus sign). The well-known Hoogsteen A+U pair belongs to this class. An M--N pair becomes M+N if either M or N (but not both) is flipped ([@B30]), and vice versa. For example, the reverse Watson-Crick pairs are M+N, and the reverse Hoogsteen pair (Supplementary Figure S4) is M--N.

Six base-pair parameters {#SEC2-7}
------------------------

As in 3DNA ([@B6],[@B7]), DSSR takes advantage of the six standard base-pair parameters---three translations (Shear, Stretch, Stagger) and three rotations (Buckle, Propeller, Opening)---to quantify the relative spatial position and orientation of any two interacting bases rigorously. Among the six parameters, only Shear, Stretch, and Opening are critical for characterizing different types of pairs. Buckle, Propeller and Stagger, on the other hand, describe the nonplanarity of a given pair ([@B6]). By virtue of the definition of the standard base reference frame, Shear, Stretch, and Opening are all close to zero for Watson-Crick pairs. Moreover, every other type of pair has a set of characteristic parameters. For example, the wobble G--U pair is characterized by an average Shear of --2.2 Å, and the Hoogsteen A+U pair is distinguished by a Stretch of approximately --3.5 Å and an Opening of near 66°.

Common names of base pairs {#SEC2-8}
--------------------------

DSSR assigns names of common pairs ([@B30],[@B31]) based on sequence identity and characteristic parameters. The list includes Watson-Crick A--U and G--C, wobble G--U, sheared G--A, Hoogsteen A+U, and reverse Hoogsteen A--U, among others. With common names, the stretches of canonical base pairs within a structure are immediately obvious, which helps in visually pinpointing double-helical stem regions.

Classification of base pairs {#SEC2-9}
----------------------------

DSSR classifies base pairs by two commonly used nomenclatures: the 28 hydrogen-bonding types from Saenger ([@B31]) and the 12 basic geometric classes of Leontis-Westhof (LW) ([@B32]). Additionally, DSSR introduces a new classification scheme that defines three *base-centric* interacting edges (Watson-Crick, minor groove, major groove; Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and takes consideration of the two relative base orientations ('+' and '--', see above). These geometrically defined *base* edges retain the simplicity and usefulness of the LW method, and eliminate the ambiguities associated with the LW RNA-specific 'sugar' edge that ties the base minor-groove edge to the ribose sugar 2′-hydroxyl group. Details about the new base-pair classification scheme will be reported elsewhere.

Higher-order coplanar base associations (multiplets) {#SEC2-10}
----------------------------------------------------

DSSR defines multiplets as three or more bases associated in a coplanar geometry via a network of hydrogen-bonding interactions. Multiplets are identified through inter-connected base pairs, filtered by pair-wise stacking interactions and vertical separations to ensure overall coplanarity (Supplementary Figures S1, S3, S4 and S7). The abundant A-minor motifs ([@B33]) (types I and II, Supplementary Figures S3, S4 and S7) are base triplets, the smallest multiplet. The G-tetrad motif, where four guanines are associated via four pairs in a square planar geometry, is another special case of a multiplet.

Helices, stems, coaxial stacking, and isolated canonical pairs {#SEC2-11}
--------------------------------------------------------------

DSSR defines a helix by base-stacking interactions, regardless of pairing type (canonical or otherwise) or backbone connectivity (continuous or broken, Figures [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). By definition, a helix contains at least two base pairs. A pair may belong to only one helix. When a base is involved in multiple pairs, the pair geometrically closest to a Watson-Crick interaction is selected for helix formation. For example, in the triplet of a type I A-minor motif, the receptor pair (normally a G--C) would be chosen. A stem is a helix consisting of only canonical pairs with continuous backbones. Coaxial stacking occurs when more than one stem exists in a single helix, where neighboring stems can stack either directly above one another or on either side of one or more noncanonical pairs (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). An isolated pair is a canonical Watson-Crick or G--U wobble pair not belonging to any stem. Isolated pairs are common in RNA structures (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), and may play a critical role in stabilizing various folds (e.g. the linchpin G--C pair in the viral tRNA mimic ([@B34]), Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![DSSR reveals the striking global similarity and distinct local variations between the tRNA mimic from turnip yellow mosaic virus (PDB id: 4p5j ([@B34])) and yeast tRNA^Phe^. (**A**) The viral tRNA mimic assumes an overall L-shaped tertiary structure (center) composed of two helices (gray lines). DSSR uncovers a \[0,0,3,0,1\] five-way junction loop (right) enabled by the hairpin-type pseudoknot at the 3′-end of the molecule and the G2--C74 linchpin pair. This critical linchpin is unique to the tRNA mimic, where it is stabilized by extensive base-stacking interactions (upper-left). The lower-left inset emphasizes the intricate interactions between the D- and T-loops in the mimic, including the three base pairs (within dashed ellipses) and the unique base triplet at the elbow (Supplementary Figure S3A). (**B**) The linear secondary structure diagram generated with the DSSR-derived dot-bracket notation shows the sequential location of the bases comprising the linchpin pair, the five-way junction loop (red), the G10--C49 pair at the elbow, and the hairpin-type pseudoknot. Note that the dashed arcs connecting the so-called first-order pseudoknotted pairs (indicated by matched \[\]) do not cross each other along the linear sequence. The numbering of residues used here follows that in the PDB file, which is offset by two nucleotides from that given in the original publication (e.g. the G2--C74 linchpin is termed G4--C76 there).](gkv716fig3){#F3}

Stems and isolated pairs delineate secondary structure components, including various loops (see below). Canonical pairs (either in stems or when isolated) create pseudoknots when they cross each other along the linear base sequence (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). DSSR treats isolated pairs as a special case of stems in identifying loops and characterizing pseudoknots. For each identified helix (or stem), DSSR derives a least-squares fitted linear helical axis ([@B25]) (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), useful for schematic representation ([@B7]) and quantifying the geometric relationship between two helices (e.g. the inter-helix angle). DSSR also calculates a comprehensive set of helical parameters (e.g. twist angles) ([@B6]) for dinucleotide steps in a helix/stem.

Algorithmically, DSSR searches vertically in the neighborhood of selected pairs for stacking interactions with other pairs (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The two nearest neighbors of a terminal pair lie on the same side of the pair whilst those of a middle pair sit on opposite sides. Starting from one end, a helix/stem can be assembled one pair at a time until the other end is reached. The same algorithm can be applied to identify continuous base stacks (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), by using bases instead of pairs as the assembly unit. Circular RNA or DNA molecules are treated as special cases and properly handled.

Pseudoknot detection and removal {#SEC2-12}
--------------------------------

DSSR characterizes pseudoknots in an expanded dot-bracket notation (dbn), using matched symbols (\[\], {}, \<\>) and letters (upper/lower case) for successively higher-order pseudoknotted pairs. Thus, a first-order pseudoknot can be fully differentiated using matched \[\] (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), a second-order by \[\] and {} (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), and so on. The program adapts the elimination-gain heuristics of Smit *et al*. ([@B14]) and works iteratively to derive the dbn for consecutively higher-order pseudoknots. DSSR also has functionality for removing pseudoknotted pairs (changing \[\], {}, etc. to dot in dbn) to produce a fully nested structure (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). As noted above, DSSR employs only canonical base pairs (either in stems or when isolated) in defining RNA secondary structures ([@B35],[@B36]) and characterizing pseudoknots ([@B13]).

![DSSR discloses complexity in the folding of the *env22* twister ribozyme not apparent in the two-armed tertiary structure (chain A, PDB id: 4rge ([@B46])). (**A**) The software automatically detects the long helical arm with five coaxially stacked stems and the short single-stemmed arm of the molecule. Failing to account for the pseudoknots within the structure leads to a characterization of the molecule very different from its real organization. When pseudoknots are omitted, the RNA appears to form a simplified \[2,1,3\] three-way junction as shown in both planar (**B**) and linear (**C**) secondary structure diagrams. In reality, the DSSR-derived dot-bracket notation points to a double-pseudoknotted structure (**D**) with two types of brackets distinguishing the pseudoknotted pairs (matched \[\] and {}), and uncovers a novel \[4,2,2,0,1,3,0,0,1,1\] ten-way junction loop (**D** and **E**). The junction, which can be traced by following the arrows along the red arcs and bases (starting from U3, marked with \*) in **D**, contains both ends of four of the six stems and follows a supercoiled pathway in 3D (Supplementary Figure S5). In contrast, without consideration of pseudoknots (**F**), the junction forms a simple relaxed circle (Supplementary Figure S5**)**. DSSR also detects three previously ignored base pairs that help to anchor the consecutive A-minor motifs reported in the literature ([@B46]) (**G**). U41 pairs with A42 and A43 through bifurcated hydrogen bonding, as well as with A26 (Supplementary Figure S4C, D). Moreover, U41 and A42 constitute a UpA dinucleotide platform, and in combination with G25 and A26, create a unique network of eight interacting nucleotides (**G**). All eight nucleotides are involved in the ten-way junction loop (labeled red in (**E**)).](gkv716fig4){#F4}

![DSSR pinpoints a linchpin-like U64--A85 pair that is shared by a four-way and a five-way junction loop in the S-adenosyl methionine I riboswitch (PDB id: 2gis ([@B48])). (**A**) DSSR identifies two junction loops (right): a \[4,0,3,0\] four-way junction loop (red) and a \[1,0,2,0,0\] five-way junction loop (blue), which share a common side, i.e. the isolated U64--A85 pair (left). (**B**) The linear secondary structure diagram, annotated with DSSR-derived dot-bracket notation, depicts the pathways of the two junction loops. The four-way loop runs from C8 (\*), follows the red arrows to the right, and returns along the outer G86→C8 arc. The five-way loop starts at G23 (\*), moves to the right following the blue arrows along two arcs (C25→G68 and C69→G82), and returns to the start along three arcs (A85→U64, C65→G28, C29→G23). Note that the shared U64--A85 arc is traversed twice, from left to right along the four-way junction loop, and right to left along the five-way junction loop. (**C**) The U64--A85 pair is stabilized by base-stacking interactions in a way strikingly similar to the G2--C74 linchpin pair in the viral tRNA mimic (see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and may also be regarded as a 'linchpin'. These two images take advantage of unique visualization features within 3DNA/DSSR, including the capability to orient different molecules into a common frame (here, the frames of the linchpin pairs with the minor-groove edges facing the viewer) and to represent bases as color-coded rectangular blocks.](gkv716fig5){#F5}

Loop identification and classification {#SEC2-13}
--------------------------------------

DSSR delineates loops using the terminal base pairs of stems and the bridging nucleotides (Figure [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Depending on the number of stems involved, loops are classified into three categories: a hairpin loop is delimited by one stem, an internal/bulge loop by two stems, and a junction (multi-branched) loop by three or more stems. In DSSR, a loop forms a 'closed' circle with any two sequential nucleotides connected either by a phosphodiester linkage or a canonical base pair, and is specified by the lengths of consecutive bridging-nucleotide segments (Figures [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For example, the \[2,1,5,0\] four-way junction loop in tRNA^Phe^ (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) contains two bridging nucleotides between stems S1 and S2, one between S2 and S3, five between S3 and S4, and zero between S4 and S1.

The well-known GNRA (N for A/C/G/U, and R for A/G) tetraloop has four nucleotides in its single loop segment; if the closing pair is considered, however, the loop contains a total of six nucleotides. In contrast, the so-called CUUG tetraloop is termed a diloop in DSSR since the C and G form a closing canonical pair, leaving only UU in the loop segment. Similarly, a noncanonical pair in an otherwise continuous helix composed of canonical pairs signifies a \[1,1\] internal loop and is not considered as pseudoknotted (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Both ends of pseudoknotted stems may be involved in the same junction loop, creating intricate topologies (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Pseudoknot removal leads to simplified loops, which help to reveal basic secondary structure features at the expense of missing the precise folding topology (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Representation of secondary structure {#SEC2-14}
-------------------------------------

DSSR produces RNA secondary structures in three commonly used file formats---ViennaRNA package dbn ([@B36]), Mfold connect table (.ct) ([@B35]), and CRW bpseq ([@B37])---that can be fed directly into visualization tools such as VARNA ([@B21]). DSSR employs an extended dbn to account for pseudoknots (see above) and chain breaks or multiple chains (Yann Ponty, personal communication). The DSSR-derived .ct file contains the actual PDB sequential number of each nucleotide, and allows for the representation of multiple molecules.

Other functionality {#SEC2-15}
-------------------

DSSR provides detailed listings of continuous base stacks, non-pairing interactions (between two nucleotides not involved in a base pair), and interactions involving phosphate groups; the software also detects ribose zipper motifs ([@B38]), types I and II A-minor motifs ([@B33]), U-turns of the UNR-type ([@B39]) and the GNRA-type ([@B40]), kissing loops, and local (i.e. non-composite) k-turns ([@B41]) and calculates a comprehensive set of commonly used sugar-phosphate backbone parameters.

Implementation and software availability {#SEC2-16}
----------------------------------------

DSSR was implemented in ANSI C as a stand-alone command-line program. It is self-contained and the binaries for common operating systems are tiny (\<1mb), without runtime dependencies on third-party libraries. DSSR is distributed in compiled form (for Mac OS X, Linux and Windows), with an extensive manual. User questions are promptly addressed on the public 3DNA Forum. A simple web interface to DSSR has been implemented, making its major functionality easily accessible. DSSR has also been integrated into the Jmol ([@B42]) molecular graphic visualization program (Robert Hanson, personal communication; details of the Jmol-DSSR integration will be reported elsewhere). Since its initial release in early 2013, DSSR has been continuously refined based on user feedback, and is currently at a stable version (1.2.8). The software and related resources are freely available at the 3DNA homepage: <http://x3dna.org/>.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

DSSR readily analyzes any RNA structure in PDB or PDBx/mmCIF format. Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results of running DSSR (using default settings) on ten representative RNA-containing structures: a tRNA and its mimic, a ribozyme, a riboswitch, an RNA-DNA hybrid duplex from the CRISPR-Cas9 complex, group I and group II ([@B43]) introns, a large ribosomal subunit ([@B44]), and the entire *Escherichia coli* ([@B45]) and *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* ribosomes. The size of the RNA components in these structures ranges from 56 nucleotides for the *env22* twister ribozyme ([@B46]) (PDB id: 4rge) to 10,398 nucleotides for the yeast 80S ribosome ([@B47]) (PDB id: 4u4o, in mmCIF format). DSSR runs almost instantaneously on a contemporary laptop computer, except for the analyses of very large ribosomal RNA structures.

The number of base pairs in these ten RNA molecules is roughly half the number of nucleotides. Approximately 60% of the identified pairs are canonical; the remaining 40% are noncanonical. DSSR identifies all nucleotides within each structure, including those that are chemically modified. Other automatically detected structural features include multiplets, helices/stems, various 'closed' loops (hairpin, internal/bulge and junction), and pseudoknots (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

In the following sections, we use four functionally important noncoding RNA molecules (tRNA^Phe^, a viral tRNA mimic, a twister ribozyme and a SAM-I riboswitch) ([@B34],[@B46],[@B48]--[@B49]) as well as the CRISPR Cas9-sgRNA-DNA ternary complex ([@B50]) to illustrate salient features of the program. In each and every case, DSSR not only characterizes key features reported in the literature but also reveals significant new findings undetected previously.

Yeast phenylalanine tRNA {#SEC3-1}
------------------------

Starting from the 3D atomic coordinates of yeast tRNA^Phe^ (PDB id: 1ehz ([@B49])), DSSR identifies the four stems (acceptor, D, anti-codon, T), the three peripheral hairpin loops, and the central four-way junction that comprise its classic cloverleaf secondary structure ([@B39]) (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the program captures the organization of the L-shaped tertiary fold of the molecule through the pairwise coaxial stacking of adjacent stems: the acceptor and T stems constitute one arm of the overall structure, and the D and anti-codon stems the other. These two helices (represented by gray lines along the 'best-fitted' helical axes ([@B25])) lie at an angle of 82° (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The 'horizontal' helix contains the acceptor and T stems in direct coaxial alignment, while the 'vertical' helix comprises the D and anti-codon stems, coaxially stacked on either side of the noncanonical M2G26--A44 pair. Whereas the helices identified by DSSR include all types of base pairs and may contain backbone breaks, the stems contain only canonical pairs with continuous backbones. The highly conserved Watson-Crick G19--C56 pair, located at the elbow of the L-shaped tertiary structure, connects the D and T loops via a kissing-loop interaction and creates a first-order pseudoknot (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). DSSR denotes the elbow G--C pair as *isolated* since it does not belong to a stem, which requires at least two canonical pairs. The elbow G--C pair of tRNA plays an important role in its complex with the stem I domain of the T-box riboswitch, where its stacking against a base triplet of the riboswitch stabilizes the complex ([@B51]).

The procedure that DSSR employs to identify junction loops is exemplified in Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} by the \[2,1,5,0\] four-way junction in tRNA^Phe^ (shown in red). The loop starts at U7, follows along the bases sequentially to 2MG10, crosses over the 2MG10--C25 terminal pair of S2 (D stem) to C25, continues to pass through S3 (anti-codon stem) and S4 (T stem) to G65, and returns via the A66--U7 terminal pair of S1 (acceptor stem) to complete a 'closed' circle. DSSR introduces a novel schematic 3D representation of the junction loop (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, right inset), in which nucleotides are simplified to nodes (white spheres coinciding with C1′ atoms) connected by virtual edges (red). The 3D coordinates of the nodes can be used to derive topological parameters that characterize the junction loops ([@B52]). Here, the \[2,1,5,0\] four-way junction forms a simple relaxed circle.

DSSR detects the four base triplets (Supplementary Figure S1) originally reported by Quigley and Rich ([@B39]) in tRNA^Phe^, including the two that contain modified nucleotides, (2MG10, C25, G45) and (C13, G22, 7MG46). The software further reveals the extensive base-stacking interactions within the molecule: only four nucleotides (H2U17, G20, U47, A76) do not participate in intra-molecular stacks. In addition, DSSR identifies the three base pairs that hold the D-loop (C13 to G22) and T-loop (G53 to C61) in place (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S2): G19--C56 at the elbow, G18+PSU55 within the 'horizontal' side of the L, and H2U16+U59 on the 'vertical' side. To the best of our knowledge, the latter pair has never been mentioned in the literature although it closely matches the C8+C52 pair in the viral tRNA mimic (Supplementary Figure S2; see also below). The three inter-loop base pairs, combined with the interdigitated stacking of bases from the loops, stabilize the overall L-shaped fold of tRNA ([@B39],[@B53]).

Transfer RNA contains the most diverse set of modified nucleotides found in nature ([@B54]), with more than 100 variants in the RNA Modification Database ([@B55]). The modifications tend to occur in the loops, where they form crucial tertiary pairing and stacking interactions. These extensive modifications pose a challenge to RNA bioinformatics software since the majority of programs cannot consistently handle non-standard nucleotides ([@B4],[@B8]). DSSR solves this problem by treating standard and modified nucleotides in a uniform framework (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For the yeast tRNA^Phe^ structure (PDB id: 1ehz), the software identifies a total of 76 nucleotides including all 14 modified ones (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

The viral tRNA-like structure {#SEC3-2}
-----------------------------

A single RNA sequence can play multiple functional roles by adopting different tertiary structures. A prototype for this is the tRNA-like structure from the 3′-end of turnip yellow mosaic virus, recently solved at 2.0-Å resolution by Colussi *et al*. (PDB id: 4p5j) ([@B34]). As noted by the authors, the RNA adopts a shape that mimics tRNA, but it uses a very different set of intra-molecular interactions to achieve this shape. This structure provides an excellent example of how DSSR deciphers global similarity in spite of the many local differences between the two molecules (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

DSSR identifies the two helices comprising the L-shape in the tRNA mimic (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), just as it does in tRNA^Phe^ (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, the tRNA mimic contains five stems instead of the four observed in tRNA^Phe^. The 'vertical' helix consists of the D- and anti-codon stems as in tRNA, but the 'horizontal' helix is comprised of the T-stem and two other stems involved in the hairpin-type pseudoknot at the 3′-end of the structure (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Although the tRNA mimic and tRNA^Phe^ adopt similar overall folds, the two helices in the mimic lie at a different angle (71°) from that in tRNA^Phe^ (82°). As in tRNA^Phe^, the mimic also contains an isolated G--C pair at the elbow and two additional noncanonical pairs holding the D-loop and T-loop together (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S2). Two continuous base stacks stabilize these base pairs (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the presumably hemi-protonated C+C pair ([@B24]) (as in the i-motif ([@B56])) matches the similarly positioned and previously unnoticed H2U16+U59 pair in tRNA^Phe^. Note that DSSR uses a geometric approach to identify the otherwise acceptor-acceptor N3 to N3 hydrogen bond in the C+C pair (Supplementary Figure S2). The software identifies any existing base pair, regardless of tautomeric form or protonation state ([@B26],[@B27]).

The G--C linchpin is an isolated and pseudoknotted pair, specific to the tRNA mimic (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, upper-left inset). It plays a critical role in the fold and function of the mimic and is stabilized by extensive base-stacking interactions (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). By taking isolated canonical pairs and pseudoknotted stems into consideration, DSSR identifies a \[0,0,3,0,1\] five-way junction loop. This previously unreported structural feature, supported by the linchpin and the hairpin-type pseudoknot at the 3′-end of the molecule, plays a role similar to that of the \[2,1,5,0\] four-way junction in tRNA^Phe^, holding the two arms of the L in place. Four base triplets also occur in the mimic (Supplementary Figure S3). While the triplets in tRNA^Phe^ all lie near the D stem, three of those in the mimic cluster near the hairpin-type pseudoknot (Supplementary Figure S3B-D). The fourth triplet in the mimic involves a G+U platform ([@B57]) and the elbow G--C pair (Supplementary Figure S3A).

The *env22* twister ribozyme {#SEC3-3}
----------------------------

The twister ribozyme belongs to a class of small self-cleaving nucleolytic ribozymes recently discovered through bioinformatic analysis ([@B58]). The subsequently determined crystal structures of the *env22* ([@B46]) and *Oryza sativa* ([@B59]) twister ribozymes show similar global folds, involving the coaxial stacking of five helical stems and the formation of a second-order pseudoknot. Here we use the *env22* twister ribozyme ([@B46]) (chain A, PDB id: 4rge) to illustrate how DSSR captures these features and reveals a surprisingly intricate ten-way junction in the small, compact RNA molecule (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The software automatically identifies the two reported helices ([@B46]) (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}): a longer helix with five stems (P1--T1--P2--T2--P3) and a shorter helix with a single stem (P4). Moreover, the program confirms the compactness of the twister ribozyme in terms of the stacking of all but one of the nucleotides (DU5 near the DU5-A6 cleavage site). DSSR also correctly characterizes the double pseudoknots (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and detects the four base triplets reported in the literature ([@B46]) (Supplementary Figure S4). The output further reveals the expansion of two consecutive A-minor motifs into higher-order base multiplets through U41 (Figure [4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This uracil simultaneously forms three single hydrogen-bonded base pairs: U41+A42 (a dinucleotide platform), U41+A43, and U41+A26. In each case, the N6 atom of an adenine forms a hydrogen bond with one of the uracil carbonyl groups. A survey of the NR3A-dataset ([@B20]) shows no examples of similar interactions in other types of RNA molecules.

Strikingly, by taking the pseudoknotted stems into consideration, DSSR uncovers a novel \[4,2,2,0,1,3,0,0,1,1\] ten-way junction loop that includes 34 of the 56 nucleotides (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The ten-way junction arises from the six-stem structure by traversing *both* ends of the four stems involved in pseudoknots. This intricate loop follows a supercoiled pathway, with a linking number of 3 (Supplementary Figure S5) ([@B52]). Removal of the two pseudoknotted stems (T1 and T2) leads to an over-simplified three-way junction loop, consisting of only 12 nucleotides (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, this three-way junction is no longer supercoiled, but forms a simple relaxed circle (Supplementary Figure S5). We know of no other RNA structural analysis tool that can automatically delineate the two helices in the twister ribozyme or characterize the ten-way junction loop.

The SAM-I riboswitch {#SEC3-4}
--------------------

Riboswitches are *cis*-acting genetic elements that bind to specific metabolites to regulate gene expression at the level of transcription or translation. S-Adenosyl-Methionine (SAM) riboswitches are the most common type, and the SAM-I family is among the best characterized ([@B60]). We use the prototypical SAM-I riboswitch from *Thermoanaerobacter tengcongensis* ([@B48]) (PDB id: 2gis) for further illustration of the definitions of helices, loops and pseudoknots used in DSSR, and show how the software can treat isolated ligands, like SAM, as modified nucleotides in detecting base pairs and multiplets (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

By default, DSSR includes isolated pairs and pseudoknotted stems in defining various loops, as shown above for the viral tRNA mimic and the twister ribozyme (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). When applied in the same manner to the SAM-I riboswitch, DSSR detects two junction loops: a \[4,0,3,0\] four-way junction and a \[1,0,2,0,0\] five-way junction (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, these two junction loops share the isolated U64--A85 pair, which is held in place by base-stacking interactions strikingly similar to those of the G--C linchpin in the viral tRNA mimic (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The linchpin-like U64--A85 pair in the SAM-I riboswitch is further stabilized by the formation of a base triplet with A24 (Supplementary Figure S7F). If the isolated pairs and pseudoknotted stem are not taken into account, the structure appears to form a \[6,1,8,3\] four-way junction loop as originally reported ([@B48]). Alternatively, exclusion of the isolated pairs but inclusion of the pseudoknotted stem reveals a \[6,1,4,0,3,2,3\] seven-way junction loop. Thus, DSSR provides a new perspective on junction loops, which play critical roles in RNA folding and biological functions. The isolated U64--A85 pair additionally demonstrates that linchpin-like motifs may serve as a general stabilizing factor in RNA folding.

DSSR identifies three helices in the SAM-I riboswitch instead of the two previously reported ([@B48]). The helix containing the k-turn is broken into two pieces ([@B61]), due to a lack of stacking interactions around the kink (Supplementary Figure S6). It is also worth noting that DSSR uses only canonical pairs in characterizing pseudoknots. While the noncanonical U26--U67 pair was previously taken as part of a four-pair pseudoknot ([@B48]), DSSR denotes it as a \[1,1\] internal loop (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). DSSR detects a total of eight base triplets (Supplementary Figure S7), including one where SAM interacts with A45 and U57. In addition to its involvement in this base triplet, SAM also forms other hydrogen-bonding (with G11, G58 and C59) and stacking (with C47) interactions.

The Cas9-sgRNA-DNA ternary complex {#SEC3-5}
----------------------------------

Application of DSSR to the crystal structure of the *Streptococcus pyogenes* CRISPR-associated endonuclease Cas9 in complex with its single guide RNA (sgRNA) and the DNA that the protein has cleaved ([@B50]) (PDB id: 4oo8) illustrates the capability of the program to treat RNA-DNA hybrid complexes (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S8). The software detects five helices and six stems in the structure. The guide RNA:target DNA hybrid stem (S1) and the repeat:anti-repeat RNA stem (S2) stack coaxially along the longest helix (26 base pairs). Each of the four remaining helices contains a single stem. The three stems (S1, S2 and S4) previously reported to form a three-way junction loop ([@B50]) do not form the 'closed' circle required by DSSR for such a loop. While the stems are indeed in close spatial proximity (near stem loop 1, Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), the DNA target strand (S1) and the 3′-end of sgRNA S4 (stem loop 1) are not connected. Thus, DSSR does not detect such a three-way junction loop, or the overall five-way junction loop suggested by the secondary structure diagram (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S8).

![DSSR applies to RNA-DNA hybrid structures, such as the CRISPR Cas9-sgRNA-DNA ternary complex (chains B and C, PDB id: 4oo8 ([@B50])). (**A**) The software identifies five helices (depicted by gray lines) and six stems (annotated) in the structure. The longest helix includes the RNA-DNA hybrid duplex (S1, depicted by intertwined gold-red backbone tubes) and the repeat:anti-repeat RNA stem (S2). (**B**) The secondary structure diagram, derived using DSSR, shows that the hybrid structure does not form a 'closed' junction loop. DSSR classifies the C**UA**G hairpin loop as a diloop (instead of a tetraloop) because the C and G form a Watson-Crick pair that closes the loop, leaving only a two-nucleotide (UA) loop segment. (**C**) Comparison of the CUAG diloop (center) with the UUGA diloop from a yeast Vts1p-RNA hairpin complex (referred to in the literature as part of a pentaloop ([@B62]), left) shows the remarkable similarity between the two loops despite the large difference in their base sequences. The CUAG diloop also shares common features with the NMR solution structure of the classic CUUG diloop ([@B63]) (often called a tetraloop, right), including the flipped out second position U and the stacking of the closing C--G pair over a neighboring G--C pair. The diloops differ, however, in terms of the inter-pair twist angle at the GpC dinucleotide step. These three images are oriented in the frames of the purines stacked above the terminal nucleotides (A9, left; G58, middle; G8, right) with the minor-groove edges facing the viewer.](gkv716fig6){#F6}

In addition to the two GAAA tetraloops (denoted as \[4\] hairpin loops in the DSSR output) and one AGU triloop (termed a \[3\] hairpin loop), DSSR also identifies a UA diloop (labeled as a \[2\] hairpin loop) that is closed by a Watson-Crick C--G pair (here referred to as a C**UA**G diloop with inclusion of the closing base pair in the name). The C**UA**G diloop (C55 to G58) lies in stem loop 1, a region recognized by the REC lobe of Cas9 and critical for the function of the protein ([@B50]). The flip-out of U59 (to make extensive interactions with the Cas9 protein) places the closing C55--G58 pair directly over the G54--C60 pair. As shown in Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, the C**UA**G diloop is strikingly similar to the U**UG**A diloop, which is recognized by the sequence-specific RNA binding sterile alpha motif domain of yeast post-transcriptional regulator Vts1p and referred to in the literature as part of a pentaloop ([@B62]). The structural features of the C**UA**G diloop may thus be related to the critical function that stem loop 1 plays in the Cas9 system, along lines similar to the key role played by the U**UG**A diloop in protein--RNA recognition.

DSSR also classifies the so-called C**UU**G tetraloop ([@B63]) as a diloop because of the closing Watson-Crick C--G pair and its distinction from a proper GNRA tetraloop. The C**UU**G fold, however, differs from the C**UA**G fold in terms of the twisting of the closing C--G pair and the G--C pair that stacks next to it (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). While the C**UU**G diloop ([@B63]) has been well characterized along with the GNRA and UNCG tetraloops ([@B64]), we find no literature references to the C**UA**G (or more generally, C**UR**G) diloop. A survey of the NR3A-dataset ([@B20]) for all diloops gives a total of 15 hits (Supplementary Figure S9), which can be categorized into five groups by base sequence: GGUC, with the second position G flipped away from the closing pair; CARG, with the second position A extruded into the minor-groove side of the closing pair; CUUG, with structural variations in the three crystallographic examples and differences from their NMR solution counterpart; CUAG, with all four instances found in Cas9 complexes ([@B50],[@B65]); and UUKA (K for G/U), with irregular shapes.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

DSSR uncovers a broad range of RNA structural information in a consistent, easily accessible framework. Starting from a 3D atomic coordinate file in either PDB or PDBx/mmCIF format, the software automatically identifies nucleotides, including those that are chemically modified. By employing a standard base reference frame ([@B23]) and simple geometric criteria, the program characterizes all existing base pairs, including noncanonical associations. DSSR detects multiplets (base triplets or even higher-order coplanar arrangements) by searching horizontally in the plane of the paired bases for further hydrogen bonding interactions. The program finds helices by exploring vertically in the neighborhood of selected pairs for stacking interactions, regardless of pairing type or backbone connectivity. DSSR defines a stem as a special type of helix made up of canonical pairs with continuous backbones, and describes coaxial stacking by the presence of two or more stems within a single helix. The program pinpoints isolated canonical pairs that lie outside of a stem and employs both stems and isolated pairs to delineate 'closed' loops of various types and to characterize pseudoknots of high complexity.

A rigorous comparison ([@B66]) between the diverse functionality of DSSR and each of the many existing RNA bioinformatics tools with which it overlaps is beyond the scope of the present work. Suffice it to say that DSSR performs individual tasks in unique ways, greatly extending yet still remaining consistent with our earlier treatment of double-helical DNA and RNA structures ([@B6],[@B7]). Importantly, when the many features are combined, DSSR possesses, to the best of our knowledge, a much broader set of functionality for nucleic acid structural analysis than any existing method. Using the classic yeast tRNA^Phe^ structure ([@B39],[@B49]) as an example, DSSR detects 14 modified nucleotides, four base triplets ([@B39]), two helices corresponding to the L-shaped tertiary structure, four stems and three hairpin loops matching the cloverleaf secondary structure, and a \[2,1,5,0\] four-way junction loop, among other structural features (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figures S1 and S2, and Supplementary Sample Output.) We know of no other widely used structural analysis tools ([@B4]--[@B5],[@B8]) with equivalent functionality.

DSSR differentiates a 'helix' from a 'stem', terms often used interchangeably in the literature (along with words like 'arm' or 'paired region') to describe a double-helical fragment. The helix/stem distinction introduced here leads naturally to a definition of coaxial stacking, another widely used concept. By definition, the loops identified in DSSR are 'closed', with successive nucleotides connected by either a covalent phosphodiester linkage or a canonical base pair. The program introduces a consistent notation for various loops, leading to the characterization of largely ignored diloops (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S9). Distinct from common practice ([@B10],[@B11]), DSSR allows for pseudoknotted pairs in the delineation of junction loops (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}--[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), providing a novel perspective on RNA folding. The program is unique in pinpointing isolated canonical pairs, which are prevalent (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and perform critical roles in RNA folding and function (as demonstrated by the G--C linchpin pair of the viral tRNA mimic ([@B34])). This new capability, to detect isolated canonical pairs, may allow the RNA community to uncover the wider range of roles potentially played by such residues.

Following standard conventions ([@B13],[@B35]--[@B36]), DSSR by default uses only canonical pairs to identify stems and to characterize pseudoknots. Nevertheless, the program contains provisions for including noncanonical pairs in an extended definition of stems. DSSR-derived secondary structures are written in three commonly used formats (dot-bracket notation, connect table, bpseq) that can be easily connected to visualization tools such as VARNA ([@B21]), or to other algorithms for pseudoknot removal ([@B14]).

In summary, DSSR is an integrated computational tool, designed from the bottom up to streamline the analysis of RNA 3D structures. The program automatically characterizes nucleotides, base pairs, multiplets, pseudoknots, loops, stems, and coaxially stacked helices. By taking isolated canonical pairs and pseudoknotted stems into account, DSSR uncovers novel, intricate junction loops overlooked until now in the literature, even in small RNA molecules. Overall, DSSR has a combined set of functionalities well beyond the scope of any known specialized resources. The software is efficient and robust due to extensive tests against all nucleic-acid-containing structures in the PDB and continued refinements based on user feedback. DSSR can potentially serve as a cornerstone for RNA structural bioinformatics and will benefit a broad range of possible applications. For example, more complete knowledge of the building blocks of RNA and the spatial arrangements of these components in known high-resolution structures can help to distill the role of RNA tertiary organization in biological function, to predict the folding of long RNA molecules from nucleotide sequence, and to facilitate the design of RNA-binding ligands and the engineering of new supramolecular RNA materials.
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